Mobility in Field Operations

Partnering with Technology for Heightened Field Operations

Well-equipped control rooms help public safety officials effectively address and prevent crime. Whether it’s to manage day-to-day special operations, oversee homeland security efforts, or respond to an emergency event, officials rely on control room technology to protect the communities they serve.

Navigating through big data, multiple video streams, and computer data from one or more jurisdictions requires the latest in video wall and image processing solutions. SYNNEX can help with these solutions, enabling public safety officials to greatly maximize the efficiency and performance of their control rooms.

Benefits

- Personnel efficiency (cameras patrolling multiple areas without placing numerous officers on the beat)
- Enhancement of enforcement efforts and public security (officer and public safety)
- Increase operational awareness and responsiveness
- Improve management and protect lives supporting emergency and disaster management programs
- Enhances information sharing, personnel allocation, and centralized multiple source data management
- Provides big data visualization and real-time monitoring

Listen for These Common Mobility Requests

- I want cameras in public spaces within my jurisdiction.
- I want to utilize technology solutions for personnel efficiency.
- I want to enhance my ability to manage homeland security or natural disaster events.

To learn more about developing your public safety practice, contact rescue911@synnex.com.
Surveillance Cameras and Video Management Systems

- 3VR
- Barracuda
- Bosch
- D-Link
- Dataworks
- EverFocus
- GeoVision
- Hanwha Techwin
- Hikvision
- Milestone
- Panasonic
- Toshiba
- Veracity
- Video Bank
- Video Insight

Emergency Operations Centers/Control-Ready Rooms
Equipment That Powers, Connects, Secures, and Protects

- Allied Telesis
- AMX
- Black Box
- C2G
- Christie Digital
- Gridless Power
- LG
- LIND Electronics
- Intel
- NEC
- Planar
- Sharp
- Sony
- StarTech
- Tripplite
- Viewsonic

Drones

- AEE
- DJI
- Yuneec

Peripherals

- APC
- Avepoint
- Bretford
- EPSON
- Ergotech
- Ergotron
- Intel
- Plantronics

The public safety team provide the support and services you need to be successful

- **Assessment/design**: offers solution providers a range of pre-sales consultation including assessments, device selection, migration strategies, connection with OEMs, financial alternatives, and deployment/logistics solutions.

- **Solution development**: provides access to ongoing technical support for OEMs and resellers by developing the needed technology solutions for their end users.

- **Most current strategies**: The SYNNEX public safety solution provides the most current strategies in the delivery of technologies that allow local and state leaders to capitalize upon the knowledge of their constituents in ensuring safety daily.

- **Specialized expertise**: SYNNEX has a mature public safety practice comprised of former public safety practitioners. Each member brings unique experiences that define real solutions and assist in accurately assessing public safety needs.

To learn more about developing your public safety practice, contact rescue911@synnex.com.